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This thesis covers the previous development of the Target Motion
Sampling (TMS) temperature treatment technique, which is
capable of taking the effects of thermal motion on interaction
probabilities into account on-the-ﬂy during Monte Carlo neutron
transport calculation. With the TMS method, arbitrary temperature
distributions can be modeled based on interaction probability data
at one temperature only, which signiﬁcantly facilitates high-ﬁdelity
neutron transport calculations. The results suggest that the TMS
method is both accurate and well-feasible in terms of performance,
and thus it can be considered a practical temperature treatment
technique for Monte Carlo neutron tracking.

Development of a stochastic temperature treatment...

Nuclear ﬁssion reactors are based on a self-sustaining ﬁssion
chain reaction, carried on by neutrons. Since the reaction
probabilities and scattering kinematics of neutrons are strongly
affected by the thermal motion of target nuclides, the temperatures
of nuclear reactor materials need to be taken into account in all
reactor physical analyses. Detailed modeling of the temperature
distributions within operating nuclear reactors is often problematic
when using traditional neutron transport methods, which require
the interaction probability data to be stored in the computer
memory separately at each temperature appearing in the system.
Consequently, the feasible level of detail in the temperature
distributions is always restricted by the memory capacity of
computers.
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Abstract
Thermal motion of nuclides has a significant effect on the reaction probabilities and
scattering kinematics of neutrons. Since also the nuclides in nuclear reactor materials are in constant thermal motion, the temperature-induced effects need to be taken
into account in all neutron transport calculations. This task is notably complicated by
the fact that the temperature distributions within operating power reactors are always
non-uniform.
With conventional transport methods, accurate modeling of temperature distributions within a reactor is cumbersome. The temperature distributions that are in reality
continuous in space need to be approximated with regions of uniform temperature.
More importantly, pre-generated temperature-dependent data on reaction probabilities must be stored in the computer memory at each temperature appearing in the
system, which restricts the feasible level of detail in the modeling of temperature
distributions.
This thesis covers the previous development of a temperature treatment technique
for modeling the effects of thermal motion on-the-fly during Monte Carlo neutron
transport calculation. Thus, the Target Motion Sampling (TMS) temperature treatment technique is capable of modeling arbitrary temperature distributions such that
the memory footprint of the interaction data is unaffected by the resolution of the temperature discretization. As a very convenient additional feature the TMS technique
also provides for modeling of continuous temperature distributions as-is, making the
discretization of temperature distributions unnecessary altogether.
The basic idea of the TMS technique is introduced, and the results are shown
to be in accordance with reference solutions calculated with conventional neutron
transport methods. The TMS method is developed further by optimizing its implementation, and the performance is compared against conventional neutron transport methods in different reactor systems. The results show that the TMS method
significantly facilitates the modeling of complex temperature distributions in nuclear
reactors without compromising the accuracy of the calculations. The method also
proves to be well-feasible in terms of performance, especially as long as the number
of temperature-dependent nuclides remains relatively small.

Keywords

Monte Carlo, neutron tracking, temperature, Doppler-broadening, DBRC,
Target motion sampling, TMS, temperature majorant cross section
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1.

Introduction

Nuclear fission reactors play a very important role in contemporary society. As it
is well known, most of the fission reactors around the world are harnessed to produce clean and carbon dioxide-free energy, but nuclear reactors serve also many
less prominent but important purposes. Other common applications include materials research and production of artificial isotopes for various medical and industrial
applications.
The operation of nuclear fission reactors is based on a self-sustaining fission chain
reaction in fissile fuel material, typically uranium. The chain reaction is driven by neutrons that are released in each fission event and that are able to induce new fission
reactions when interacting with fissile material. The power production of fission reactors is based on the fact that a significant amount of recoverable energy is released in
each fission, while most of the other applications take advantage of excess neutrons
present in the reactor core.
Safe and economical operation and design of nuclear fission reactors requires
thorough understanding of their behavior in varying conditions. The behavior of an
operating reactor is governed by the propagation of neutrons maintaining the fission
chain reaction, and hence neutron transport studies constitute an essential part of
practically all reactor analyses. For a couple of decades, reactor physics has been
mainly analyzed with computer programs, “codes”, that simulate neutron transport
based on physical models and semi-empirical data describing the properties of reactor materials. Output from a neutron transport calculation includes for example
the multiplication factor, which basically determines whether the neutron population
in the system is increasing or decreasing, and the spatial power distribution.
The power distribution of the system affects the temperature and material density
distributions within the system via heat transfer, but at the same time the transport of
the neutrons is strongly affected by these distributions. Thus, an accurate solution for
the state of the reactor can only be achieved by solving the neutronics and the thermal
hydraulics simultaneously. Traditionally, the coupled solution has been achieved
using an approximative scheme based on splitting the neutron transport calculation
into two parts: First, the average properties of fuel assemblies are determined in
accurate lattice physics calculations that are performed separately for a few different
thermal hydraulic state points. Then, the averaged properties of the assemblies are
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used as input in a more coarse, full-core thermal hydraulics/neutronics simulation
such that the feedback to neutronics is modeled by interpolating between the state
points.
This approach has been successfully used in the past and will probably be used
also for many years to come, at least in production calculations in which fast calculation is a high priority. However, quite recently there has been a growing interest
in performing high-fidelity multi-physics calculations in which both the thermal hydraulics and the neutronics are converged truly simultaneously. When applied with
high-fidelity transport techniques like the continuous-energy Monte Carlo method,
multi-physics simulations provide highly accurate reference solutions that can be
used, for instance, in the validation of lighter calculation tools.
One non-trivial task in multi-physics calculations is the modeling of the temperature and density distributions, as obtained from the thermal hydraulics solver, within
the neutron transport code. Traditional neutron transport methods can only be applied with material regions that are homogeneous in terms of material composition,
density and temperature. Consequently, the temperature distributions that are factually continuous need to be approximated using spatial discretization1 . This does not
necessarily limit the accuracy of the transport calculation if the discretization is fine
enough. However, splitting the geometry into numerous regions inflicts the performance of the transport calculations and increases the memory requirement, since
nuclide interaction data needs to be stored separately at each temperature appearing
in the system.
The main topic of the current thesis is a new technique for overcoming the challenges related to modeling the temperature distributions in continuous-energy Monte
Carlo neutron transport calculations. The technique is discussed in Publications I-VII
which are summarized in Chapter 5. Chapters 2–4 of the current article provide an
introduction to the modeling of thermal motion in neutron transport calculations and
neutron transport in general. The thesis is written strictly from the neutron physics
point of view, i.e. assuming a given thermal-hydraulic state and nuclide composition
within the system.

1

The situation is, in fact, the same also with density distributions.
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2.

Physical background of neutron transport

Neutron transport analyses are required in the design and operation of all nuclear
reactors. Practically all quantities studied in reactor physical analyses can be derived
from the distribution of neutrons within the reactor in energy, space and time. Thus,
solution of this distribution can be considered as the main goal of neutron transport
calculations. Following the propagation of neutrons from birth at fission events to
termination at the next generation fission events, absorptions or leakage requires a
deep understanding of different phenomena affecting the transport process, as well
as knowledge on the exact geometry, nuclide composition and thermal hydraulic
state of the system. The most important concepts and phenomena related to the
neutron transport are shortly introduced in the following.

2.1

Neutron interactions

The neutron interactions can be divided roughly into fission, scattering and capture
reactions, the essentials of which are introduced in the current section.
2.1.1 Fission
In a fission reaction the target nucleus splits into two2 lighter nuclides called fission
fragments or fission products, releasing about 200 MeV of energy and a couple of
fission neutrons, the average number of which depends on the energy of the incident
neutron that induced the fission event. As it can be seen in Figure 2.1, at incident
neutron energies lower than 100 keV the average number of neutrons emitted per
fission, ν tot (E), is between two and three for the common fissile nuclides 235 U, 239 Pu
and 241 Pu, but at higher energies the number of neutrons increases along with neutron energy. Even though it is hard to see in Figure 2.1 because of the logarithmic
scale, the dependence of ν tot (E) on neutron energy is roughly linear.
Most of the energy released in the nuclear fission event is received by the fission
fragments and ends up heating the nuclear fuel material. A small fraction of the energy is, however, received by the fission neutrons. The energy distribution of fission
2
To be precise, also ternary and quaternary fissions, in which the fissile nuclide splits into three or four
nuclides respectively, occurs but these reactions are relatively rare.
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Figure 2.1. The average number of fission neutrons released in a fission event increases along with neutron energy [1].
neutrons is often described by a Maxwellian distribution with the peak of the distribution around 1 MeV. As can be seen in Figure 2.2, the exact shape of the distribution
depends somewhat on the nuclide.
In fact, all of the fission neutrons are not released at the instant of the fission event,
but following the beta decay of a special type of fission fragments called delayed neutron precursors. These precursor nuclides, for example 87 Br, may release a neutron
immediately following their beta decay. Since the beta decay is a relatively slow process, the time difference between the prompt neutrons born in the fission event and
the emission of the delayed neutrons makes a difference in reactor dynamics even
though the proportion of delayed neutrons is very small. If the total number of fission
neutrons ν tot (E) is divided into contributions from prompt and delayed neutrons, the
proportion of ν delayed (E) at 1 eV is 0.66 % for 235 U, 0.23 % for 239 Pu and 0.55 % for
241
Pu [1]. Also the energy distribution of the delayed neutrons differs from the prompt
neutron distribution.
Fission reactions are the primary neutron source in the fission reactors, and also
the vast majority of the energy production originates from the fission reactions.
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Figure 2.2. The energy distributions of fission neutrons are slightly different for each
fissile nuclide, but the most probable energy is close to 1 MeV for all of the nuclides [1].

2.1.2 Capture
In this thesis capture reactions refer to all the interactions in which no secondary
neutrons are emitted. The simplest of such interactions is called radiative capture
(n,γ), in which the neutron is absorbed in the target nucleus, increasing its neutron
number by one. In these interactions the daughter nuclide is born in an excited
state, which is discharged via emission of a gamma photon. Other capture reactions
include, for example, (n,p) and (n,α) interactions in which the neutron is absorbed in
the target nucleus and a proton or an α particle is released, respectively.
Capture reactions are parasitic reactions that remove neutrons from the reactor
system and consequently restrain the fission chain reaction. This effect can be used
intentionally to regulate the operation of a nuclear reactor by inserting and removing
absorbing materials to and from the reactor. On the other hand, the emergence of
absorbing fission products introduces inevitable capture reactions in the reactor as
the nuclear fuel gains burnup.
It should also be mentioned that some of the capture reactions produce useful
nuclides. For instance the reaction chain
238

β−

U(n, γ)239 U −−−−−→
23.45 min
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239

β−

Np −−−−→
2.365 d

239

Pu
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produces new fissile material in nuclear reactors and reaction 54 Fe(n, p)54 Mn is often
used in the neutron dosimetry of pressure vessel materials.
2.1.3 Scattering
The scattering reactions can be divided further into elastic and inelastic scattering
reactions, of which elastic scattering reactions dominate at energies below about
1 MeV and inelastic scattering occurs mainly at the MeV-range3 . In an elastic scattering event a neutron collides with a target nucleus and scatters such that both the
total kinetic energy and momentum are conserved in the collision, whereas only the
momentum is conserved in inelastic scattering.
Assuming that the target is at rest, the collision kinematics of an elastic scattering event can be straightforwardly solved in the laboratory frame (L-frame). If the
direction of the neutron is assumed to change by angle φ in the scattering process,
the L-frame energy of the incident neutron is E and the mass of the target, MAn , is
expressed relative to the neutron mass M using atomic weight ratio An of the target
nuclide n, equation
q
E
A2n − sin2 φ)2
(2.1)
(cos
φ
+
E∗ =
(An + 1)2
can be derived for the energy of the neutron after the scattering [2]. The equation
follows straightforwardly from the conservation laws of energy and momentum in the
L-frame, and it can be used to perceive some basic properties of the elastic scattering
events.
However, in actual neutron transport calculations it is more practical to approach
the scattering problem in center-of-mass frame (C-frame) in which the total momentum is always zero. There are basically two reasons for this:
• The L-frame equations are significantly complicated when the (thermal) motion
of the target nuclide is taken into account.
• More importantly, the C-frame is the natural frame of reference for the solution
of collision physics, specifically scattering angles. For instance, under certain
conditions elastic scattering is isotropic in the C-frame, but the same does not
apply to the L-frame.
The center-of-mass system is moving in the L-frame with velocity
VC =

Mv + An MVt v + An Vt
=
,
M + An M
1 + An

(2.2)

where v is the velocity of the neutron and Vt is the velocity of the target. The L-frame
3
To be precise, inelastic scattering may occur also at the keV-range from metastable nuclides like 242m Am,
but since the abundance of these nuclides in typical reactors is small, the keV-range inelastic scattering is
of minor importance.
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velocities can be converted to C-frame and vice versa using equations
An (v − Vt )
1 + An
v − Vt
= Vt − VC = −
.
1 + An

vC = v − V C =
Vt,C

(2.3)
(2.4)

Using the classical relation between kinetic energy and velocity
E=

1
Mv 2 ,
2

(2.5)

the conservation laws for the energy and momentum can be written in the C-frame
as
1
1
1 2 1
2
∗2
vC + An Vt,C
+ Qr = vC∗2 + An Vt,C
2
2
2
2
∗
vC + An Vt,C = vC∗ + An Vt,C
= 0,

(2.6)
(2.7)

where vC ∗ and Vt,C ∗ are the neutron and target velocities after the collision and Qr
is the amount of energy released in the reaction, which is zero in the case of elastic
scattering and Qr < 0 in the case of inelastic scattering. In an inelastic scattering
event the energy Qr is absorbed by the target nucleus, which is left in an excited state
after the interaction. From Equations (2.6)–(2.7) it is possible to derive the C-frame
speed of the neutron after the scattering [3]
s
2An Qr
∗
.
(2.8)
vC = vC2 +
(An + 1)M
It should be noted that in the case of an elastic scattering collision the C-frame speed
of the neutron remains unchanged.
Instead, the scattering event affects the C-frame direction of the neutron. The
change in direction is governed by two angles in the C-frame: cosine of the polar
angle µC between the incident and exiting neutron directions and azimuthal angle
θC , which describes the rotation of the velocity vector in the plane perpendicular to
vC . In general, angle θC changes isotropically in the scattering reactions, but the
distribution of the cosine µC may be either isotropic or anisotropic. After rotating
the C-frame velocity vector vC according to these angles, the L-frame velocity of the
neutron is obtained with Equation (2.3).
The energy change of the neutron in an elastic scattering event can be easily
studied with Equation (2.1) in the simplified case when the target nucleus is at rest.
First of all, this equation shows that the neutron tends to lose a proportion of its
energy in each elastic scattering event. Secondly, the energy change is the highest
when φ = 180◦ and Equation (2.1) simplifies to
E ∗ = E(

An − 1 2
) .
An + 1

(2.9)

From this equation it can be seen that for a hydrogen target with A ≈ 1 the energy
change may reach even 100 % in a single collision, but for a heavy nuclide like 238 U
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with A ≈ 238 the theoretical maximum is less than 2 %. This property makes light
nuclei like hydrogen in water very efficient materials for slowing down, or moderating, neutrons. Losing energy in elastic scattering collisions, down-scattering, is the
primary slowing-down mechanism for the fission neutrons. The slowing-down can
be facilitated by adding light moderator materials in the reactor, as it is done in all of
the reactors based on fissions at the thermal energy range.
When the thermal motion of target nuclei is taken into account, the process becomes slightly more complicated and the neutron may also gain energy, up-scatter,
in certain conditions. Thermal motion-induced effects are covered in Section 3.2 in
detail.
Interactions denoted with (n,xn) do not quite fit in the previously mentioned reaction categories. In these reactions a neutron interacts with the target such that one
(x = 2) or more (x ≥ 3) additional neutrons are released from the nucleus. Part of the
incident neutron energy is lost in the reaction, which makes these interactions somewhat similar to inelastic scattering reactions. However, the reactions also contribute
to neutron multiplication, and the solution of the collision kinematics is complicated
by the fact that the momentum and the kinetic energy are distributed among three or
more particles.

2.2

Cross sections

The probabilities of the neutron interactions are described by cross sections, σ, which
have the dimension of area. Usually cross sections are measured in barns such that
one barn equals 10−24 cm2 . Physically they can be interpreted as the effective cross
sectional area corresponding to a specific reaction of a nuclide. For example, the
radiative capture cross section of nuclide n is designated σγ,n and summing over all
reaction cross sections of a nuclide results in the total cross section σtot,n .
In addition to being nuclide- and reaction-dependent, the cross sections depend
strongly on the energy of the incident neutron. The energy dependencies of two
typical cross sections, namely the radiative capture and elastic scattering cross sections of 238 U, are depicted in Fig. 2.3. In this figure, several energy regions can be
recognized: At the lowermost energies, in this case below about 10−6 MeV, the radiative capture cross section behaves as 1/v, where v is the velocity of the incident
neutron, while the elastic scattering cross section is constant. Between 10−6 MeV
and 2 × 10−2 MeV the cross section curve contains peaks called resonances. It
should be noted that the shape of the cross section curves around the resonances is
somewhat different for the scattering and capture resonances: the scattering cross
section drops right below the resonance energy and peaks above the energy, while
the capture resonances have a purely increasing effect on the cross section. As can
be seen in the figure, the cross section may increase more than by a factor of 104 in
the vicinity of the resonances.
In Fig. 2.3 it seems that the resonances suddenly cease to exist when the energy
of the incident neutron increases above 2 × 10−2 , but this not the real case. This
energy corresponds to the boundary between the energy regions of resolved and un-
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Figure 2.3. Radiative capture and elastic scattering cross sections of
temperature (cross section data from JEFF-3.1.2 [1]).
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resolved resonances, an artificial boundary forced by practice. At the energy region
of unresolved resonances, i.e. above the boundary, the relative energy difference
between the adjacent resonances is so small that the resonances can no longer be
distinguished from each other, but the resonances still have a significant effect on the
reaction probabilities in practice. The unresolved resonances are usually described
by average parameters for resonance spacing, resonance width and various other
quantities, and their effect on reaction probabilities must be taken into account using
special techniques. The smooth cross section curve plotted in Fig. 2.3 within this
energy region represents energy-averaged or infinitely dilute cross sections that can
only be applied to very thin geometries or very low abundances without compromising the accuracy of the transport calculations.
Even though it cannot be easily recognized in Fig. 2.3, the energy region of unresolved resonances also has an upper energy limit above which it is no longer necessary to take the effect of the resonance structure into account and the reaction
probabilities can be again described as a smooth function of energy. In the case of
238
U from the JEFF-3.1.2 data library this boundary is at 3 × 10−1 MeV [1].
Not all nuclides or cross sections have all the previously mentioned regions in their
cross section data. For example, cross section curves of the very lightest nuclides
do not contain any resonances. It should also be mentioned that there are many
threshold reactions, such as the (n,xn) reactions and the fission reactions of non-
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fissile actinides, for which the cross section is zero below the threshold energy Ethr .
Thus, these reactions cannot be induced by neutrons with energies E < Ethr .

2.3

Reaction rates

The microscopic cross sections σ that describe the probabilities for individual targets
need to be multiplied by the atomic density of the target nuclide Nn to get macroscopic
interaction probabilities in practical materials. The result
Σi,n (E) = Nn σi,n (E)

(2.10)

is the macroscopic cross section for reaction i of nuclide n and is expressed as cm−1 .
In case a material consists of several nuclides, the macroscopic cross section of the
material is simply the sum over nuclide-wise contributions
X
Σi,n (E) .
(2.11)
Σi (E) =
n

In the following, the macroscopic cross sections Σ without the subscript n refer to
material total cross sections.
Because of the connection to the effective area, macroscopic cross section Σi
can also be interpreted as the probability for reaction i to occur per unit path length.
Hence, the probability distribution of the distance between the reactions Pi obeys the
differential equation
dPi (E, l)
= −Σi (E)P(E, l)
(2.12)
dl
where l is the distance traveled within the material. Solving the equation and normalizing the distribution to unity yields
Pi (E, l) = Σi (E)e−Σi (E)l ,

(2.13)

which is also known as the probability density function of exponential distribution.
Reaction rates together with their derivatives constitute the main output of neutron transport calculations. When calculating the reaction rates within a reactor, it is
practical to describe the density and velocity distribution of neutrons within the reactor with a quantity called neutron flux. It is defined as the neutron velocity (vector)
multiplied by the corresponding neutron density ρn (E, r). However, since this thesis
only deals with the scalar form of the neutron flux, it is practical to remove the angular dependencies via integration over all spatial angles. The scalar neutron flux is
designated Φ(E, r), where r is the spatial coordinate.
If the neutron flux and the macroscopic cross sections are known, the reaction
rate R of reaction i within a volume V can be calculated with the double integral
Z Z
Ri =
Σi (E, r)Φ(E, r)dEd 3 r .
(2.14)
V

E

The energy integration is usually performed over all energies to get total reaction
rates, but in some applications it is beneficial to calculate the contribution of a certain neutron energy interval to the total reaction rate, in which case the integration
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limits are chosen according to the boundaries of this interval. For generality, the
spatial dependence of Σi is added in Eq. (2.14) to allow spatial integration over inhomogeneous material regions.

2.4

Multiplication factor and criticality

As it was previously mentioned, the nuclear reactions are based on a fission chain
reaction in which the fission neutrons from one fission generation induce the next
generation of fission events. The properties of this chain reaction are of great importance when designing and operating nuclear reactors and, hence, it is necessary to
introduce also some nomenclature describing the state of the chain reaction.
In case the chain reaction is exactly self-sustaining, meaning that the neutrons
released in a fission event induce exactly one new fission reaction on average, the
reactor is critical and the multiplication factor, defined as
k=

Number of neutrons in generation n + 1
Number of neutrons in generation n

(2.15)

is exactly k = 1.0. In case the neutron population and, thus, the fission power of
the reactor are increasing, k > 1.0 and the reactor is referred to as super-critical,
whereas the reactor is called sub-critical if k < 1.0. In addition to absolute units, k
is often measured in pcms (per cent mille), one pcm corresponding to 10−5 .
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Effects of thermal motion

Practical nuclear systems appear always at temperatures significantly above zero
Kelvin. Usually the temperatures are at least around room temperature 300 K, but
for example in operating light water reactors the temperature of the coolant is usually
above 500 K, the center-line temperature of fuel rods often reaches 1200 K and in
accident conditions the temperatures may even exceed 3000 K.
Whenever the temperature of a material is above zero Kelvin, the target nuclei
are in constant thermal motion and the temperature determines the extent of the
motion. In the case of free gases, the relation between the temperature and the
energy distribution of the targets is given by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
r 
E
1 3/2 − k ET
(3.1)
PMB (E, T ) = 2
e B .
π kB T

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the local temperature [4]. However,
the same distribution has been traditionally applied for all reactor materials including
crystalline solids and liquids, for the sake of practicality. The validity of this approximation has been studied by Lamb in Reference [5].
The thermal motion of targets affects neutron transport in several different ways,
which are introduced in this chapter. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 discuss the effects on
reaction rates and scattering kinematics, respectively, by assuming Maxwellian energy distribution for the thermal motion of targets. Section 3.3 covers the special
case of bound atoms that do not obey the Maxwellian distribution and for which also
the scattering kinematics is affected by molecular bonds.

3.1

Effect of thermal motion on reaction rates

Because of the thermal vibration of the target nuclei, the relative speed of the incident
neutron to the target, v ′ , may be either higher (target moving towards the neutron) or
lower (target moving away from the neutron) than the L-frame velocity v. This affects
the probabilities at which the neutrons interact with matter and, consequently, the
reaction rates.
Perhaps the most intuitive way of examining the overall effect of thermal motion
on reaction rates is via thermal-motion-averaged or effective cross sections. Using
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effective cross sections Σeff must result in the correct reaction rates, i.e.
Φ(E, r)Σeff,n (E, T , An )

(3.2)

must be equal to the reaction rate calculated with zero Kelvin cross sections with the
effect of thermal motion taken into account. By writing the neutron flux Φ(E, r) as
the neutron density ρn (E, r) multiplied by the neutron velocity v and by expressing all
quantities in terms of neutron velocity rather than energy using Equation (2.5), the
formula
Z
ρn (v, r)vΣeff,n (v, T , An ) = ρn (v, r) |v′ |Σn (|v′ |)P(Vt , T , An )dv′ ⇔
Z
vσeff (v, T , An ) = |v′ |σ(|v′ |)P(Vt , T , An )dv′ ⇔
Z
1
|v′ |σ(|v′ |)P(Vt , T , An )dv′
(3.3)
σeff (v, T , An ) =
v
is obtained for the effective cross section of nuclide n. In Equation (3.3) Vt is the
target velocity, P(Vt , T , An ) is the velocity distribution of the target nucleus and the
integration is performed over all relative velocities. The target velocity Vt can be
written also in terms of the two other velocities using the cosine law
Vt = v − v ′
p
Vt = |Vt | = v 2 + v ′2 − 2vv ′ ν ,

(3.4)
(3.5)

where ν = cos β is the cosine of the angle between the neutron velocity and relative
velocity vectors, as illustrated in Figure 3.1.
As it was previously mentioned, it is customary to describe the thermal motion of
targets with Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, which can be written in terms of velocity
as
 γ 3
 γ 3
2
2 2
PMB (Vt , T , An ) = √
e−γ (Vt ·Vt ) = √
e−γ Vt = PMB (Vt , T , An ) ,
(3.6)
π
π
where
γ(T , An ) =

r

An M
2kB T

(3.7)

and the dependence of γ on T and An is not explicitly shown for the sake of clarity.
With the target velocity distribution defined, Equation (3.3) becomes
Z Z Z
2 2 ′2
′
1  γ 3 ∞ π 2π ′
√
v σ(v ′ )e−γ (v +v −2vv cos β) v ′2 sin βdθdβdv ′ ,
σeff (v, T , An ) =
v
π
0
0
0
(3.8)
where the integration is performed in spherical coordinates and θ is the azimuthal
angle. After performing the integration over θ and substituting cos β with ν, the equation reduces to
Z Z
2 2 ′2
′
2π  γ 3 ∞ 1 ′3
√
σeff (v, T , An ) =
v σ(v ′ )e−γ (v +v −2vv ν) dνdv ′ .
(3.9)
v
π
0
−1
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Figure 3.1. The vector diagram illustrates the symbol choices used in the integration
over all relative velocities.
By further integrating over ν, the well-known kernel broadening equation
Z ∞
2
′ 2
2
′ 2
γ
σeff (v, T , An ) = 2 √
v ′2 σ(v ′ )(e−γ (v−v ) − e−γ (v+v ) )dv ′
v π 0

(3.10)

emerges. The equation is sometimes also called the Solbrig’s kernel according to
its original developer [6].
This equation describes fully and accurately the effect of thermal motion on reaction probabilities through the concept of effective cross sections. What this means
in practice is that the effects of thermal motion on reaction probabilities can be taken
into account by simply replacing the zero Kelvin cross sections with effective cross
sections in all basic equations, such as Equations (2.13) and (2.14). Additionally,
Equation (3.10) is rather easy to apply in practice for all cross sections expressed in
a continuous-energy format.
The following sections discuss the consequences of this equation in three different
cases.
3.1.1 Thermal energy region
As it was noticed in 2.2, the elastic scattering and radiative capture cross sections
of 238 U act quite predictably at energies below about 10−6 MeV: the elastic scattering cross section is constant and the (n,γ) cross section acts as 1/v. This kind of
behavior of cross sections is common to all nuclides excluding nuclides with strong
resonances at low energies, such as 113 Cd and 135 Xe. For these special cases the
low-energy capture cross sections increase slightly steeper than 1/v towards low
energies and the shape of the elastic scattering cross section curve also is affected
by the resonance.
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Figure 3.2. The elastic scattering cross section of 238 U increases at very low energies along with increasing material temperature.
By applying Equation (3.10) to a constant cross section σ(E) = C, formula
σeff (v, T , An ) = C



1+

2 2
e−γ v 
1 
√
,
erf(γv)
+
2γ 2 v 2
πγv

(3.11)

where erf is the error function, is obtained. The effect of this formula is demonstrated
in Figure 3.2, in which the low energetic end of the elastic scattering cross section
of 238 U has been plotted at both 0 K and 300 K.
As can be seen in the figure, thermal motion increases the cross section at very
low energies. This phenomenon originates from an increase in potential scattering,
or “billiard-ball scattering”, in conditions where the thermal motion of the targets is
significant compared to the speed of the neutron. This phenomenon can be understood by considering a stationary neutron within a scattering medium. The neutron
cannot experience a collision with the surrounding targets in case also the targets
are stationary, but if the surrounding targets are in thermal motion, a collision occurs
certainly sooner or later. Remembering that the cross section corresponds to the
reaction probability per unit neutron path length, which is zero for the stationary neutron, it is evident that in a medium with thermal motion the cross section approaches
infinity as the velocity of the neutron approaches zero. The broader the thermal
motion, the faster the approach.
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Figure 3.3. The 1/v-shaped low-energy end of the radiative capture cross section
of 238 U is unaffected by the thermal motion.
For an 1/v shaped cross section σ(E) = D/v Equation (3.10) simplifies to
Z ∞
2
′ 2
2
′ 2
D
γ
v ′2 ′ (e−γ (v−v ) − e−γ (v+v ) )dv ′
σeff (v, T , An ) = 2 √
v
v π 0
Z ∞
2
′ 2
2
′ 2
γ
v ′ (e−γ (v−v ) − e−γ (v+v ) )dv ′
= D 2√
v π 0
= D/v ,
(3.12)
i.e. the cross section is unaffected by thermal motion. This is demonstrated in Figure 3.3 in which the radiative capture cross section of 238 U has been plotted in two
temperatures.
This phenomenon can be explained by considering the physical meaning of 1/v
cross sections. In case a cross section behaves as 1/v, the reaction probability is
in practice directly proportional to the time the neutron spends in the vicinity of the
target nuclide. If thermal motion is moving the target towards the neutron, the time
is reduced, and vice versa for a target moving away from the neutron. Since the
thermal motion is isotropic in the L-frame, these two effects are in perfect balance.
Consequently, the average time the neutron spends in the vicinity of the target nuclei
is unaffected by thermal motion and, hence, the 1/v cross sections are not affected
either.
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Figure 3.4. Thermal motion has a smoothing effect on the cross sections near resonances: the resonances are Doppler-broadened. This figure involves the elastic
scattering and radiative capture cross sections of 238 U.
3.1.2 Energy region of resolved resonances
Thermal motion has a significant effect on the reaction rates near resonance energies. This effect has been demonstrated in Figure 3.4 by applying Equation (3.10)
to the radiative capture and elastic scattering cross sections of 238 U.
As can be seen in Figure 3.4, the resonances become flatter and wider under
the influence of thermal motion. Since the effect of thermal motion is analogous to
the classical Doppler-effect, this phenomenon is called Doppler-broadening of resonances. In fact, the whole thermal-motion averaging procedure with Equation (3.10)
is often called Doppler-broadening even though thermal motion has also other, yet
less-important effects on the cross sections.
Doppler-broadening of resonances has a very important consequence considering the operation of nuclear reactors. As the resonances become wider, the probability of a neutron ending up under the influence of a resonance during the slowingdown process increases significantly, which has an increasing effect on reaction
probabilities. On the other hand, flattening of the resonances decreases the reaction
probabilities for neutrons that have energies very close to the resonance energy.
Unless studying very thin or dilute targets, the resonance flattening has only little
practical effect on the reaction probabilities and from the reactor physics point of view
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the broadening of the resonances is the dominant phenomenon affecting the reaction
rates. In other words, increasing of the temperature tends to increase the probabilities of resonance reactions. The corresponding effect on reactor physics and, for
example, the multiplication factor k depends on the composition of the material. For
typical fuel materials with high 238 U abundance, the increase in parasitic resonance
capture is the most important effect, and consequently an increase in fuel temperature tends to decrease k. This naturally occurring temperature feedback significantly
facilitates the design and operation of nuclear reactors.
3.1.3 Energy region of unresolved resonances
Doppler-broadening of resonances occurs, naturally, also at the energy region of
unresolved resonances. However, since the cross sections within this energy region
are usually not expressed in continuous-energy format, it is not practical to perform
Doppler-broadening using the Solbrig’s kernel, Equation (3.10). Instead, the effects
of thermal motion are usually taken into account with approximative methods that
can be applied directly to the resonance formalism used at the unresolved energy
region, without the need of reconstructing the cross sections in continuous-energy
format [7].
Doppler-broadening of unresolved resonances is outside the topic of the current
thesis and is, therefore, not discussed any further.

3.2

Effects on scattering kinematics

When considering a collision between two billiard balls A and B, it is quite easy to
imagine that the post-collision velocity and angle of ball A depend on the velocity and
direction of ball B prior to the collision. In a similar manner, thermal motion affects
the kinematics of scattering events also on the microscopic scale.
In the special case of isotropic (in C-frame) elastic scatting, the basic effects of
thermal motion on scattering kinematics can be described with Figure 3.5. The figure
has been generated by studying the energy change in elastic scattering collisions
with various equally probable scattering angles θC and target directions µC , using
procedures described in Section 2.1.3. In the calculations it has been taken into account that the collision probabilities are directly proportional to the relative velocity
between the neutron and the target v ′ , which slightly increases the collision probabilities with targets moving towards the neutron compared to those moving away from
them. The scattering cross sections are assumed to be constant.
Several conclusions can be drawn based on the minimum, maximum and average
curves for the energy change, plotted in Figure 3.5. First of all, it can be seen that the
curves are in accordance with Section 2.1.3: For the light nuclei the energy transfer in
the elastic scattering process is high and the neutron may either receive all the kinetic
energy of the target or lose all or nearly all of its energy to the target. The energy
transfers are significantly lower for heavy nuclei, but both up- and down-scattering
still occurs. Secondly, it can be seen that neutrons with energies higher than the
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Figure 3.5. Average (solid lines), minimum and maximum (dashed lines) relative
energy changes during isotropic elastic scattering when a neutron collides with a
target that weights 1, 2 or 238 times the neutron mass.
target energy tend to lose energy during elastic scattering and, on the other hand,
neutrons with small energies tend to gain energy. It should be noted that the solid
lines describing the average behavior do not intersect at the relative incident neutron
energy of 100 = 1 because of the fact that the collision probabilities are proportional
to v ′ .
The results of this simplified calculation model brought only little new information
compared to the target-at-rest model discussed previously in Section 2.1.3. According to this model, thermal motion makes up-scattering possible and affects the secondary particle distributions from scattering events only slightly when the energy of
the neutron is high compared to the target energy, i.e. during the slowing-process of
fission neutrons. However, the effects of thermal motion become much more significant when the neutron energy is of the same order as the energy of the target, i.e.
at thermal energy region.
The effects of thermal motion on scattering kinematics at the thermal energy region is discussed further in Section 3.2.1. It also turns out that the assumption on
constant scattering cross sections, as in the simplified model, is not valid at the resonance energy region. The effect of resonances on scattering kinematics is discussed
in Section 3.2.2.
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3.2.1 Thermal peak
The most well-known consequence of thermal motion on the kinematics of elastic
scattering occurs at thermal energies. As it was previously noticed, neutrons with
energies lower than the target energy are likely to gain energy in the elastic scattering
collisions and vice versa for neutrons with energies significantly higher than the target
energy. In other words, it seems that the neutrons tend towards some kind of a
thermal equilibrium with the surrounding matter.
In fact, using statistical mechanics it can be shown that in the absence of fast neutrons, absorbing reactions and leakage, the energy spectrum of neutrons eventually
starts to obey the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution as a result of repeated collisions
with the surrounding matter [8, 9]. The temperature of the Maxwellian is the same
as that of the matter. The neutron density spectrum, described by Equation (3.1),
can be converted to the neutron flux spectrum by multiplying the spectrum with the
neutron velocity v. Consequently, the thermal neutron flux is given by
r
2  1 3/2 − k ET
e B .
(3.13)
Φth (E) = 2E
Mπ kB T

The thermal peak, described by Equation (3.13), is a good approximation of the
thermal flux spectrum in thermal reactors. However, in practice the shape of the
distribution is slightly affected by the presence of absorption reactions in realistic
reactor systems. Because absorption reactions have (at least approximately) 1/v
cross sections, neutrons are removed more efficiently from the low-energy tail of the
distribution and, hence, the thermal flux spectrum is somewhat tilted in the direction
of high energies compared to Equation (3.13). The tilt is emphasized in reactor
systems with strong absorbers mixed together with the moderator material.
3.2.2 Effect of resonances

In the simplified scattering model, the results of which were given in Figure 3.5, the
scattering cross sections were assumed to be constant. However, the scattering
probability of a neutron with a target is not only proportional to the relative velocity of
the neutron to the target, v ′ , but also to the (zero Kelvin) scattering cross section of
the target corresponding to this relative velocity. Since the scattering cross sections
may vary by several orders of magnitude in the vicinity of strong resonances, the
consequences on scattering kinematics are significant when it comes to scattering
from heavy nuclides with strong resonances, for example 238 U.
This effect was for a long time omitted in reactor physical analyses either by assuming the target nuclei to be stationary when solving the scattering kinematics
(asymptotic scattering kernel) or by assuming the scattering cross sections to be
constant (cross section independent scattering kernel) like in the previous simplified
model. Ouisloumen and Sanchez studied the importance of this effect by deriving a formula for the cross section-dependent scattering kernel, which provides the
accurate energy and angle distributions of scattered neutrons from elastic scattering assuming Maxwellian velocity distribution of targets [10]. Later on, Rothenstein
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developed this kernel into a more practical form, facilitating its use in everyday analyses [11].
The most important consequence of the cross section dependence of the scattering kernel concerns neutrons with energies corresponding to the wings of a scattering resonance (a Doppler-broadened scattering resonance of 238 U is shown in
Figure 3.4). At these neutron energies, the scattering reactions tend to occur with
targets that have a suitable velocity and direction in the sense that the relative velocity of the collision, v ′ , corresponds to the elevated cross sections near the peak of
the resonance. Consequently, when a neutron with energy right below the energy of
a scattering resonance scatters from the target, the relative velocity v ′ of the collision
is usually higher than the neutron velocity v, and vice versa for neutron energies right
above the resonance. Since scattering with v ′ > v on average leads to up-scattering
in the case of heavy nuclides, this phenomenon increases resonance up-scattering
from energies right below the resonance and, on the other hand, increases resonance down-scattering from energies right above the resonance.
This tendency of elastic scattering towards resonance energies increases the
probability of resonance captures. Consequently, in typical reactor applications, taking the cross section dependence of the scattering kernel of 238 U into account usually
decreases the multiplication factor estimates slightly.

3.3

Bound atoms

All of the previous results in the current chapter were derived from the properties
of free gases. Thus, it was assumed that the target motion obeys the MaxwellBoltzmann distribution, and that the chemical bonds and the lattice structure of the
atoms do not affect the scattering kinematics. These assumptions cannot be applied
for strongly bound atoms at neutron energies lower than the binding energy of the
nucleus in the crystal lattice or molecule, typically a few electron volts. Below the
binding energy, the chemical bonds affect both the scattering cross sections and
kinematics significantly, necessitating a special treatment. The special treatment is,
in practice, required for all common moderator materials in reactor systems involving
neutron thermalization.
The effect of the chemical binding on cross sections is described in Figure 3.6 for
hydrogen in water and for carbon in graphite. The cross sections of bound and free
hydrogen are slightly different, and also the shape of the bound cross section curve
differs from typical free atom cross sections within this energy region. The difference
between the carbon cross sections is much more dramatic. The sharp edges in the
cross section result from various lattice effects caused by the regular lattice structure
of graphite.
When a neutron interacts with a bound atom, the scattering kinematics are also
affected by the bond. For instance, in the case of graphite it is possible that the
neutron interacts such that the neutron energy remains unchanged in the scattering,
the classical counterpart of which would be elastic scattering from a target with an
infinite mass.
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Figure 3.6. Chemical bonds affect the cross sections at low incident neutron energies.
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Continuous-energy Monte Carlo neutron
transport

Monte Carlo particle transport calculations are based on simulation of individual particle tracks within the problem geometry. The interaction sites, reactions and secondary particle distributions are randomly sampled from physically representative
distributions, and thus the particle tracks correspond to the real-life transport process provided that the distributions are justified and the nuclear interaction data is
accurate.
An individual particle track does not give almost any practical information on the
properties of a system, but when numerous particle tracks are calculated, the distribution of the tracks can be used to estimate average properties of the system. The
more particle tracks are simulated, the smaller is the statistical noise of the results.
The number of simulated particles in neutron transport simulations usually varies
between 106 –1010 , depending on the size of the problem geometry, and the type
and accuracy requirement of the quantities being calculated. In continuous-energy
Monte Carlo the energy domain is treated continuously, as opposed to group-wise
techniques in which the energy domain is divided into several energy groups and the
physics treatment within each energy group is group-averaged.
Continuous-energy Monte Carlo is a very attractive method for modern neutron
transport, because
• It is very general and well-applicable to all kinds of reactors.
• The simulations can be based on the most accurate available nuclear data with
minimal approximations and processing.
• Specifically, continuous-energy Monte Carlo treats self-shielding effects inherently, making complicated self-shielding corrections unnecessary.
• The calculations can be easily made in parallel.
On the downside,
• Modeling of numerous neutron histories is computationally intensive.
• The memory footprint is relatively large compared to multi-group techniques.
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• The results always involve statistical uncertainty.
Selected techniques behind continuous-energy Monte Carlo neutron transport are
described in the current chapter. The processing of cross section data from standard nuclear data files to a more practical format is discussed in Section 4.1. The
basics of the neutron tracking process are introduced in Section 4.2 and the calculation of different reactor physical quantities based on the simulated neutron tracks is
described in Section 4.3. Sections 4.4 and 4.5 introduce two special techniques that
deserve to be mentioned because of their strong relevance considering the topic of
the current thesis.

4.1

Nuclear data processing

Standard nuclear data is distributed in ENDF (Evaluated Nuclear Data File) format.
The file format is specified in Reference [12], and it includes standardized ways of
interpreting all kinds of nuclear data including for example cross sections, angular
distributions, thermal scattering data, decay data and covariance information.
The cross sections in ENDF format are represented as a combination of background cross sections and resonance parameters. There is in principle no reason
why a Monte Carlo calculation tool could not utilize this data as-is, but it is by many
means beneficial to process, or reconstruct, the basic data into a piece-wise linear
format before use. This means that the energy dependence of cross sections is
described by discrete energy-value pairs such that linear interpolation is assumed
between the energy grid points. Pre-processing of the cross sections usually saves
computational effort, since the once reconstructed cross sections can be utilized in
multiple transport calculations.
The most common tool for cross section processing is called NJOY [7]. The RECONR module of NJOY is responsible of the cross section reconstruction. The energy grid of the cross section is chosen such that the relative error from the linear interpolation remains smaller than an input parameter called reconstruction tolerance,
which is normally between 0.1–1 %.
It is also practical to perform Doppler-broadening for the cross sections, since
the newly reconstructed zero Kelvin cross sections are often useless in practical
calculations. This can be done using the BROADR module of NJOY, which is also
capable of adjusting the energy grid so that the reconstruction tolerance is maintained despite the changes in the cross section curve. Since higher temperature
leads to smoother cross section curves, Doppler-broadening actually decreases the
number of grid points required for a certain reconstruction tolerance. Consequently,
the Doppler-broadened cross sections consume less memory than the original zero
Kelvin cross sections.
The cross section processing for Monte Carlo codes often proceeds with the generation of probability tables that are used in many Monte Carlo codes for a rigorous
treatment of unresolved resonances [13]. This can be done using the PURR module of NJOY. Eventually, the cross section data may be converted to a Monte Carlo
code-specific ACE file format using the module ACER. The ACE (A Compact ENDF)
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format has been developed for the most widely used Monte Carlo particle transport
code MCNP, developed at the Los Alamos National Laboratory [14]. The format is
also used by a few other Monte Carlo codes, such as Serpent and OpenMC [15,16].

4.2

Neutron tracking

In the absence of external sources, i.e. when performing criticality source simulations, all of the neutron tracks begin at fission sites and terminate because of capture
or fission reactions, resulting in neutron absorption, or leakage. Monte Carlo neutron
tracking involves basically four kinds of sampling all of which are discussed in the
current section:
1. path length sampling that moves the neutron between collision sites,
2. reaction sampling that determines the reactions occurring at the collision
points,
3. in the case of a fission reaction, sampling the number, type and energy of the
fission neutrons or
4. in the case of a scattering or a (n,xn) reaction, sampling of the direction and
energy of the scattered neutron or neutrons.
4.2.1 Path length sampling
In practice, the standard pseudo random number generators implemented in programming languages and Monte Carlo codes always produce random numbers ξ
that are distributed uniformly on the unit interval [0,1). However, as it was discussed
in Section 2.3, the distance between collisions obeys the exponential distribution with
Σi (E) = Σtot (E). Thus, to obtain valid path length samples, some kind of conversion
is required for the uniformly distributed random variables ξ. The conversion can be
based on the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the exponential distribution,
Equation (2.13)
Z l
PCDF (E, l) =
Σtot (E)e−Σi (E)x dx = 1 − e−Σtot (E)l ,
(4.1)
0

which relates the path lengths l with cumulative probabilities. By denoting the cumulative probability with ξ and solving the inverse of this distribution, formula
l(E, ξ) = −

ln(ξ)
ln(1 − ξ)
≃−
Σtot (E)
Σtot (E)

(4.2)

is obtained for the conversion from uniformly distributed random variables to exponentially distributed path lengths l. This kind of inversion sampling is a standard
technique for sampling non-uniformly distributed random variables in cases when
the inverse of the CDF can be resolved [17].
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If a neutron is at spatial coordinate rp and is moving in direction Ω, the coordinates
of the next collision are
rp+1 = rp + lΩ ,
(4.3)
where the path length l has been sampled with Equation (4.2). When modeling heterogeneous systems, it is possible that this collision point is no longer in the same
material region as the starting point and, consequently, the total cross section Σtot (E)
that was used in the sampling of the collision point is not valid for the whole path
length. In case l is greater than the distance to the next material boundary, the neutron is first moved to the material boundary and the tracking proceeds from this point
by sampling of a new path length using the total cross section in the next material
region.
This neutron tracking algorithm, in which the material cross sections are updated
at each material interface, is often referred to as ray tracing or surface tracking. An
alternative algorithm is introduced later in Section 4.4.
4.2.2 Reaction sampling
Since material total cross section Σtot is just the sum over the partial reaction cross
sections, the probability of reaction i of nuclide n to occur at the collision point is
simply
Σi,n (E)
.
(4.4)
Pi,n =
Σtot (E)
Consequently, the reaction and corresponding nuclide can be easily sampled by
summing macroscopic reaction cross sections as long as
ξ<

X X Σi,n (E)
Σtot (E)
n

(4.5)

i

and picking the reaction for which ξ was first exceeded.
If a capture or a fission reaction is sampled, the neutron path is terminated at
the collision point. Fission reactions generate new fission neutrons the sampling of
which is discussed in Section 4.2.3. The treatment of scattering and (n,xn) reactions
is discussed in Section 4.2.4.
4.2.3 Fission neutrons
If a fission reaction occurs, the number and properties of the new source neutrons,
generated in the fission event, need to be determined. In reactor physical applications it is not necessary to take into account the exact distribution of the number of
fission neutrons, and the number of fission neutrons can thus be determined simply
by ensuring that ν tot (E) neutrons are generated in each fission on average. Since
ν tot (E) is not an integer, the decimal part must be handled using random sampling
in analogous Monte Carlo simulation. The simplest method for sampling on average
ν tot (E) fission neutrons at each fission site is to take the truncated integer value Nν of
ν tot (E) and sampling the number of fission neutrons as either Nν or Nν + 1 according
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to the probability given by the remaining decimal fraction ν tot (E) − Nν . Thus, the
number of fission neutrons is Nν + 1 at probability ν tot (E) − Nν and Nν at probability
1 − (ν tot (E) − Nν ) [14].
Since ν tot (E) includes both prompt and delayed neutrons, the next step is to determine whether each of the sampled fission neutrons is a prompt or a delayed neutron.
The probability of sampling a delayed neutron is simply
Pd =

ν delayed (E)
ν delayed (E)
=
ν tot (E)
ν prompt (E) + ν delayed (E)

(4.6)

and a prompt neutron is sampled with probability 1 − Pd .
Finally, the energy of each fission neutron is sampled according to the fission
energy distributions specific to the target nuclide, as provided in the ENDF data files.
Different energy distributions are applied for the prompt and delayed neutrons, and
the directions of the fission neutrons are sampled isotropically.
4.2.4 Kinematics of scattering and (n,xn) reactions
If the reaction sampling results in a scattering reaction, the energy and angle of the
scattered neutron need to be resolved. More precisely, in most cases it is sufficient
to determine only the angle of the scattered neutron, and the energy is determined by
the conservation of total energy and momentum. The treatment of (n,xn) reactions
is somewhat similar to scattering reactions, but the directions and energies need to
be sampled for two or more neutrons instead of just one.
As it was discussed in Section 2.1.3, it is beneficial to solve the kinematics of
elastic scattering events in the C-frame in which the collision cosine µC can be easily sampled, either isotropically or based on ENDF scattering laws in the case of
anisotropic scattering. However, as it was learned in Section 3.2, thermal motion
cannot, in general, be neglected in the solution of elastic scattering kinematics, and
therefore it is necessary to take the velocity of the target into account when performing the coordinate transform from L-frame to C-frame and back. In Monte Carlo
neutron transport this can be done by sampling the target velocity at each scattering
event.
In Section 2.1.3, the basic properties of the target velocity distribution were already introduced: the probability of a neutron colliding with a target is directly proportional to the relative velocity of the neutron to the target v ′ and the zero Kelvin capture
cross section. The velocity distribution is, however, usually written in a slightly different but practically equivalent form4 , in accordance with the Doppler-broadening
equations. If the definition of effective cross section, Equation (3.3), is divided by the
effective scattering cross section and the integration is performed over the cosine of
the angle between the neutron and target velocity vectors µ = cos α (see Figure 3.1)
such that
q
(4.7)
v ′ = v 2 + Vt2 − 2vVt µ ,
4

The differences affect only the normalization, not the shape of the distribution.
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equation
1=

Z

∞
0

Z

1
−1

v′
σs (v ′ , 0)
PMB (Vt , T , An )dµdVt ,
σeff,s (v, T , An ) 2v

(4.8)

is obtained. This form of the integral reveals nicely the contribution of each target
velocity and collision angle to the effective cross section corresponding to neutron
velocity v. This contribution can also be interpreted as the probability that the neutron
scatters from a target with a specific angle and energy, and the probability distribution
of targets can thus be written
PFGT (v, Vt , µ, An ) =

σs (v ′ , 0)
v′
PMB (Vt , T , An )
σeff,s (v, T , An ) 2v

(4.9)

Traditionally, the energy dependence of the cross sections has been neglected by
assuming [14]
σs (v ′ , 0)
≈ 1,
(4.10)
σeff,s (v, T , An )
after which the sampling of target velocities can be performed using a rather complicated sampling scheme, described in the original Reference [18]. Since the inversion
of Equation (4.9) cannot be resolved in closed form, the sampling from this distribution must be based on more complicated techniques. The distribution can be written
in the form
n v ′ o
√
2
2 2
PFGT (v, Vt , µ, An ) = C
(2γ 4 )Vt3 e−γ Vt + B(4γ 3 / π)Vt2 e−γ Vt , (4.11)
v + Vt
where C and

√
γv π
(4.12)
2
are constants that are independent of Vt . It turns out that sampling from distributions
2 2
2 2
Vt3 e−γ Vt and Vt2 e−γ Vt is possible. Consequently, the correct velocity distribution
for target velocity candidates can be obtained by first sampling the correct distribution
out of the two candidates such that the first distribution is sampled with probability
1/(1+B) and the second with probability B/(1+B). After sampling the velocity candidate from the sampled distribution and the collision cosine from a uniform distribution,
the velocity sample is accepted or rejected using the criterion
B=

ξ<

v′
,
v + Vt

(4.13)

where the right-hand side of the equation is always smaller than or equal to unity.
In case the sample is rejected, the whole sampling procedure restarts from the beginning. These rejection sampling techniques were first suggested by Neumann in
Reference [19].
This solution procedure for the kinematics of elastic scattering, including sampling from Equation (4.9) with the assumption of constant cross sections, coordinate
transform to the C-frame, sampling the collision angles in this frame and transforming back to the L-frame, is usually called the free gas treatment. As it was discussed
in Section 3.2.2, the energy dependence of the scattering cross sections in fact has
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a significant effect on the velocity distribution and collision kinematics in some cases.
A correction to this traditional sampling scheme is introduced later in Section 4.5.
Inelastic scattering and (n,xn) reactions occur at such high neutron energies that
the accurate treatment of thermal motion is no longer necessary. Consequently, the
L-frame velocity of the target can be assumed to be zero. The method of solution
for the kinematics of these reactions depends on the nuclear data and the reaction.
In the case of inelastic scattering the solution procedure is often similar to elastic
scattering with the exception that the reaction Qr value needs to be taken into account
as a loss in the kinetic energy. However, in some cases the angle and energy of the
exiting particle, or particles in the case of (n,xn) reactions, are sampled directly based
on ENDF scattering laws.
As previously mentioned, scattering from bound atoms requires a special treatment at the thermal energy region. In bound-atom scattering the collision kinematics
are sampled directly in the L-frame, using pre-calculated cosine or energy-cosine tables which are based on so called S(α, β) data available in a special set of ENDF
files.

4.3

Result estimates

All kinds of information can be obtained from a system by simply performing a tracking calculation and looking at the reactions occurring during this calculation. For
instance, it is possible to keep track of the fission reactions at each material zone
during transport to get an approximative power distribution, or the multiplication factor can be estimated based on the size of the neutron population at the beginning
and at the end of a simulated neutron generation. These analog estimators, based
solely on the reactions and other phenomena observed during the tracking calculation, are, however, less efficient than non-analog estimators that contribute to the
estimator value each time a neutron draws a track in a material zone (track-length estimators, Section 4.3.1) or collides with a target (collision estimators, Section 4.3.2).
Consequently, the calculation of reaction rates in Monte Carlo transport codes is
usually based on non-analog estimators.
The estimators can be used to calculate reaction rates and other integrals of the
type
Z Z
f (r, E)Φ(r, E)dEd 3 r ,

R=

V

(4.14)

E

where the integration is performed over volume and energy, Φ(r, E) is the neutron
flux and f (r, E) is a response. When calculating reaction rates, the response corresponds to the reaction cross section, the neutron flux is obtained with f = 1 et cetera.
From these quantities it is possible to derive many of the output quantities of interest
in reactor physical analyses. For example, the homogenized cross section for an
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energy group bounded by energies E1 and E2 is defined
Z Z E2
Σ(r, E)Φ(r, E)dEd 3 r
V E1
Σg =
Z Z E2
Φ(r, E)dEd 3 r
V

(4.15)

E1

and also the multiplication factor can be expressed using several reaction rates and
ν tot .
4.3.1 Track-length estimates of reaction rates
The basic idea behind track-length estimators is the fact that the integral of neutron
flux over a volume and a time interval equals the total track length of the neutrons
within this time interval in the volume. Consequently, the neutron track-lengths provide an estimate for the neutron flux. In analog Monte Carlo transport the track-length
estimator scores are defined as
si = wfi lt,i ,
(4.16)
where fi = f (ri , Ei ) is the value of the response function corresponding to the track
length lt,i . In non-analog Monte Carlo simulation the scores are additionally multiplied
by the neutron weight w.
The sum of the scores gives an estimate for the integral R. If the absolute value
of a quantity is of interest, the result can be normalized for example with respect
to total fission power. By binning the scores according to incident neutron energy
or geometry region it is possible to gain information on the distribution of different
quantities in energy or space.
4.3.2 Collision estimates of reaction rates
Since the collision density of neutrons in a material is the neutron flux multiplied by
the total cross section within the material, the collisions in the Monte Carlo neutron
transport can be used to estimate the neutron flux and other integral quantities. The
collision estimator scores are defined
si =

wfi
.
Σtot (E)

(4.17)

Naturally, the scores can be binned and the results can be normalized just like in the
case of track-length estimators.
4.3.3 Estimator uncertainties and figures-of-merit
Because of the random nature of the Monte Carlo neutron transport process, all of
the estimator results include statistical uncertainty. The amount of uncertainty can
be estimated from the sample variance of the scores collected during the transport
calculation. From basic statistical mathematics it follows that the amount of statistical
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deviation in the average value of the scores is inversely proportional to the square
√
root of the number of scores n, given that the individual scores are independent of
each other [20].
The statistical errors of a Monte Carlo calculation can be decreased by affecting
the number of scores in the regions of interest. The apparent way for doing this is
by increasing the number of neutron histories in the calculation: if the number of
neutron histories is doubled, also the number of scores for each estimator doubles
on√average and the statistical deviances of the estimators are decreased by factor
1/ 2 ≈ 0.7. Since the errors tend to zero as n approaches infinity, the statistical
error in Monte Carlo results can also be characterized as “The error from not calculating an infinite amount of neutron histories”. It should be mentioned that there
are also other significant error sources in the Monte Carlo calculations, for example
uncertainties in the nuclear data and calculation models.
Since the Monte Carlo transport time depends linearly on the number of neutron
histories, doubling the number of neutrons roughly doubles also the calculation time.
Because of this apparent connection, the performance of a Monte Carlo simulation
is often measured with figure-of-merit (FOM), defined
FOM =

1
,
s2 τ

(4.18)

where s is the standard deviation of an estimator and τ is the transport calculation
time. FOM should be independent of τ because of the specific dependence of s
on τ . In addition to being a good measure for comparing the performance of different transport algorithms, the figure-of-merit of an estimator can be used to estimate
the calculation time required for a certain level of statistical accuracy in a specific
computation environment.

4.4

Woodcock Delta-tracking

Woodcock Delta-tracking is a tracking technique that is an alternative to the ray tracing method introduced in Section 4.2.1. The main idea in Delta-tracking is that the
tracking is based on a global majorant cross section Σmaj , which is at all energies
equal to the maximum total cross section within the whole system. Consequently,
the tracking proceeds in smaller steps than in the ray tracing algorithm, but only a
fraction of the collisions are accepted. The probability of accepting a collision point
is determined by the ratio of the local total cross section to the majorant cross section. The rejected collision points which do not have any effect on the neutron track
are called virtual collisions. The idea of the method has been introduced in Reference [21], by Woodcock et al.
The advantage of this kind of a tracking scheme is that the tracking does not have
to stop at each material boundary, which makes Woodcock delta-tracking an efficient
tracking technique when the geometry contains small details. On the downside, the
proportion of virtual collisions may become very large at some energies if the geometry contains strong absorbers, which may significantly deteriorate the performance.
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This drawback can, however, be avoided by using a combination of Delta-tracking
and ray tracing in the neutron tracking.
The mathematical background of Woodcock tracking deserves to be discussed
further. For the method to be valid, the path lengths between actual collisions must
obey the same exponential distribution as in the case of ray tracing. In the case of
average path lengths the equality of the two tracking techniques is easy to show:
When sampling the distance to the next collision in Delta-tracking, the average path
length is 1/Σmaj . As long as the neutron travels within a homogeneous material
region, this path length is accepted with probability
Pacc =

Σtot (E)
,
Σmaj (E)

(4.19)

and the average distance is obtained by dividing the average path length with the
probability, i.e.
Σmaj (E)
1
1
×
=
,
(4.20)
Σmaj (E)
Σtot (E)
Σtot (E)
which corresponds to the average path length when using the ray tracing technique.
The equivalence is slightly more complicated to show in the case of the probability
distribution of the path lengths. In Delta-tracking the path lengths are sampled from
the exponential distribution
P1 (E, l) = Σmaj (E)e−Σmaj (E)l .

(4.21)

Because of the rejection sampling scheme, the probability of sampling path length
from this distribution is Pacc , assuming again that the neutron travels within a homogeneous material region. With probability 1 − Pacc the first sample is rejected and a
new path length is sampled. In this case the total path length becomes (at least) the
sum of the first path length and the second path length with the same distribution.
The probability density distribution for the sum of j exponentially distributed random
variables is given by the Erlang distribution [22]
Pj (E, l) =

Σjmaj l j−1 e−Σmaj l
(j − 1)!

,

(4.22)

and the distribution for the sum of the first two path lengths is P2 . However, it is
possible that also the second path length is rejected. Thus, the probability that the
path length obeys P2 is Pacc (1 − Pacc ) and the rest of the probability is reserved for
higher sums of exponentially distributed random variables.
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Collecting the terms into a single formula yields
Psum (E, l) = Pacc Σmaj (E)e−Σmaj (E)l + (1 − Pacc )
Pacc lΣ2maj (E)e−Σmaj (E)l + (1 − Pacc )




1
Pacc l 2 Σ3maj (E)e−Σmaj (E)l + (1 − Pacc )(... )
2
∞
−Σmaj (E)l
X
(1 − Pacc )i Pacc l i Σi+1
maj (E)e
=
i!
i=0

= Pacc Σmaj (E)e−Σmaj (E)l

∞
X
(1 − Pacc )lΣmaj (E)
i!
i=0

i

.

(4.23)

The sum term can be recognized as the definition of the exponential function [20],
and the equation simplifies to
Psum (E, l) = Pacc Σmaj (E)e−Σmaj (E)l e(1−Pacc )lΣmaj (E))
=

Σ (E)
)lΣmaj (E)
(1− tot
Σtot (E)
Σmaj (E)e−Σmaj (E)l e Σmaj (E)
Σmaj (E)

= Σtot (E)e−Σmaj (E)l+(Σmaj (E)−Σtot (E))l
= Σtot (E)e−Σtot (E)l ,

(4.24)

which is exactly the same distribution from which the track-lengths are sampled in
the ray tracing algorithm. This derivation was first presented by Coleman in Reference [23].
The derivation can be straightforwardly generalized to a case where the neutron
crosses a material boundary and Pacc changes along the neutron track. The only prerequisite for the Delta-tracking to provide the same results as the ray tracing method
is that Σmaj (E) > Σtot (E) in which case the rejection sampling scheme is valid. Of
course, this reproducibility applies only in a statistical sense. Delta-tracking results
in a different random number sequence than ray tracing, i.e. the results are not exactly the same with the same random number seed as long as the number of neutron
histories is finite.

4.5

Doppler-broadening rejection correction

In Section 3.2.2 it was mentioned that the cross section dependence of the scattering
kernel increases scattering towards strong resonances. On the other hand, in Section 4.2.4 it was shown that in the traditional free gas treatment for elastic scattering
kinematics the cross section dependence is omitted by assuming constant scattering
cross sections or, more precisely,
σs (v ′ , 0)
≈ 1,
σeff,s (v, T , An )

(4.25)

which effectively removes the dependence of the scattering kernel on σs (v ′ , 0). Since
the denominator of Equation 4.25 is independent of the target velocity Vt , it only
contributes to the normalization of the probability distribution.
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To make accurate solution of scattering physics possible in Monte Carlo neutron
tracking, a couple of correction methods for the scattering kernel have been developed relatively recently. The methods by Lee et al., introduced in Reference [24], and
Mori and Nagaya, introduced in Reference [25], rely on varying the particle weights
and can only be applied together with non-analog Monte Carlo transport. Perhaps
the most commonly used method for the cross section dependence is called Dopplerbroadening rejection correction (DBRC), which is also applicable to analog Monte
Carlo transport.
The DBRC method was first suggested by Rothenstein in Reference [26], and it
has later been shown by Becker et al. in Reference [27] that the suggested technique is equivalent with the analytical version of the exact scattering kernel, studied
in References [10, 11]. In the DBRC technique, an additional rejection sampling
criterion is introduced in the sampling process of the target motion. To take into account the dependence of the target velocity distribution on the zero Kelvin scattering
cross section, it is evident that the rejection criterion must be proportional to σs (v ′ , 0).
Since the rejection criterion must be always smaller than unity for the rejection sampling to be possible, the rejection criterion must be normalized with a number that is
greater than or equal to σs (v ′ , 0) for each L-frame neutron energy v. A safe bet for
the denominator would be the global maximum scattering cross section
max

E∈[Emin ,Emax ]

σs (E, 0)

(4.26)

with Emin = 0.0 and Emax = ∞. However, as we remember from Section 2.2, the
scattering cross section may vary by several orders of magnitude with the maximum
cross sections being in the vicinity of very strong resonances. Consequently using
the global maximum would lead to very poor sampling efficiencies in general, since
the average sampling efficiency is determined by the average ratio of σs (v ′ , 0) to the
denominator.
A much more practical choice is to take advantage of the fact that the high-energy
tail of the Maxwellian distribution converges to zero relatively fast. Thus, it can be
assumed that the target velocity is bounded by a maximum value and the range of relative velocity v ′ corresponding to each velocity v becomes finite. As a consequence,
it is possible to determine the denominator as a function of v such that the rejection
sampling is valid at a very high probability. Beckert et al. have chosen to determine
the maximum target velocity using a cut-off criterion originally used in the Sigma1
Doppler-broadening code [28, 29], in which the maximum target energy is truncated
to 16kT when calculating the Doppler-broadening integral in Equation (3.10). With
this choice, the normalization function becomes
σmaj,s (E, T , An ) =
where

max

E∈[Emin ,Emax ]

Emin (E, T , An ) =

√

Emax (E, T , An ) =

√

and
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and the rejection sampling criterion can be written
ξ<

σs (v ′ , 0)
.
σmaj,s (E, T , An )

(4.30)

This “normalization function” is also called the temperature majorant cross section
of the scattering cross section in this thesis. The majorant can be calculated either
in the pre-processing phase or during the transport calculation. If the majorant cross
section is pre-calculated and stored in the computer memory, it may be beneficial to
choose the temperature T of the majorant cross section as the maximum temperature within the system. This way the majorant cross section needs to be stored only
once regardless of the number of different temperatures, but on the downside the
sampling efficiency of the rejection sampling criterion in Equation (4.30) is compromised.
In summary, with the Doppler-broadening rejection correction the target velocities
are sampled from distribution
PDBRC (v, Vt , µ, An ) =

v′
σs (v ′ , 0)
PMB (Vt , T , An ) .
σmaj,s (v, T , An ) 2v

(4.31)

Sampling from this distribution is otherwise similar to the standard free gas treatment,
but the energy dependence of the scattering cross section is taken into account by
introducing an additional rejection sampling. In case the target velocity is rejected in
the DBRC sampling, the whole sampling process restarts from the beginning.
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Development of on-the-fly temperature treatment methods

The conventional methodology for taking the thermal motion into account in
continuous-energy Monte Carlo transport calculations was discussed in Chapter 4.
In a nutshell, the effects of thermal motion on reaction rates and mean free paths
are traditionally taken into account by using pre-calculated effective cross sections,
which are stored in the computer memory during the transport calculation. The effects on scattering kinematics are modeled by solving the collision kinematics onthe-fly within the relevant energy region. This is done by first sampling the target
velocity at each scattering event (Sections 4.2.4 and 4.5) and then solving the scattering kinematics taking into account the motion of the target (Section 4.2.4). In
addition, the effects of thermal motion on the scattering of bound atoms and the reaction rates in the energy region of unresolved resonances must be handled using
special techniques, which are not discussed further in the current thesis.
The memory footprint of the cross section data in problems involving burned fuel
varies roughly between 0.1–30 GB per temperature (Reference [30] and Publication [IV]), depending strongly on the number of resonance absorber nuclides taken
into account, accuracy of the cross section reconstruction and the way the cross
sections are stored in the memory, which varies between Monte Carlo codes. Consequently, the standard approach works perfectly fine when modeling systems including only a few different temperatures: the memory capacity of modern workstations is large enough to contain the cross section data in at least a couple of
temperatures, and the solution of the scattering kinematics is in any case based on
temperature-independent data5 . Instead, the memory footprint of the cross section
data becomes a significant limitation when modeling systems with realistic temperature distributions, which is the case in multi-physics applications of Monte Carlo
neutron transport, for example in coupled neutronics / thermal hydraulics calculations.
To overcome this limitation, different methods for reducing the memory footprint
of the cross section data have been studied relatively recently. In practice, all of
5
To be precise, the temperature majorant cross section required with the DBRC technique (Section 4.5)
depends on the maximum temperature in the system, but the memory requirement is nevertheless unaffected
by the number of temperatures.
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the methods are based on making the temperature corrections on-the-fly during
the transport calculation. These methods are generally called on-the-fly Dopplerbroadening techniques, but the author prefers the term “on-the-fly temperature treatment” because of the nature of the Target Motion Sampling (TMS) technique developed in the current thesis. The current state-of-the-art of on-the-fly temperature
treatment techniques is described in Section 5.1, and the development of the TMS
temperature treatment technique, reported in Publications I–VII, is summarized in
Section 5.2.

5.1

Overview of existing methods

This section provides an overview of selected on-the-fly temperature treatment techniques found in the literature. All of the techniques aim at resolving the effective
cross sections during the Monte Carlo calculation based on different kinds of raw
data and can, thus, be characterized as on-the-fly Doppler-broadening techniques.
5.1.1 Interpolation between data in different temperatures
The simplest way of handling the temperature dependence of effective cross sections
is to interpolate between cross section data in different temperatures. Since the
accuracy of this approach is determined by both the interpolation scheme and the
spacing of the temperatures in the available cross section data, the main question
considering the feasibility of this approach is the accuracy that can be reached with
a reasonable amount of data stored in the memory.
The interpolation between temperatures can be done in at least two different ways.
The first way is often called stochastic mixing or the pseudo materials approach.
In this scheme the cross sections are actually not interpolated in any way, but the
interpolation between temperatures is done by defining the material compositions as
mixtures of nuclides in different temperatures. For example, a nuclide at temperature
325 K can be approximately modeled by mixing proportion X of this nuclide at 300 K
with proportion 1 − X at 350 K.
The functionality of this approach has been studied for example in References [31,
32]. In Reference [31], using stochastic mixing introduced about 10–35 pcm biases
in the multiplication factors when the cross section data was stored in 300 K steps.
Instead, in Reference [32] the cross section data was stored in 100 K steps and the
multiplication factors were in good agreement with the reference solutions, at least
in the rather narrow temperature region studied in the article. Thus, the stochastic
mixing seems to work fine as long as the spacing of the temperatures is relatively
narrow, but it is hard to justify the use of this method in high-fidelity analyses because
the physical background of the method is rather dubious.
Another interpolation approach, based on direct interpolation of cross section
data, was studied by Trumbull in Reference [33] in which the effect of interpolation
schemes and temperature spacing on the accuracy of the interpolated cross sections was studied. Out of the interpolation schemes studied in the article, log-log
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interpolation performed the best. However, even with this interpolation scheme the
0.1 % accuracy goal of the interpolation could not be achieved with cross section
data tabulated in 28 K intervals in the challenging case of 238 U.
Even with 28 K intervals, covering the roughly 600–1200 K temperature range
of typical light water reactors would require storing the cross section data at more
than 20 different temperatures, and many more temperatures are required before the
0.1 % accuracy goal is met. Whether or not this huge amount of data can be stored
in a computer’s memory depends on many factors, but in any case the memory
consumption of the interpolation method can be considered very high. Because of
this, the feasibility of the direct interpolation method is highly questionable.
5.1.2 Direct Doppler-broadening with Solbrig’s kernel
Another straightforward solution to the on-the-fly Doppler-broadening problem is to
simply calculate the Doppler-broadened cross sections during the transport calculation using a methodology similar to that normally used in the cross section preprocessing phase, i.e. based on Solbrig’s kernel (Equation (3.10)). Because this
method requires the cross section data in one temperature only, the memory footprint of the method is relatively small. The approach has been studied for example
in Reference [34], which discusses a run-time Doppler-broadening implementation
in the Monte Carlo neutron transport code MONK, and in Reference [30], where this
approach is used in the calculation of a reference solution.
In both of the references, direct on-the-fly Doppler-broadening with the Solbrig’s
kernel slowed down the calculations substantially: in MONK the calculation times
were 10 times higher than with pre-calculated cross sections, while the corresponding overhead in Reference [30] was approximately 40. Thus, even though direct
Doppler-broadening is attractive considering the memory footprint of the approach,
low performance makes the method practically useless in production calculations.
5.1.3 On-the-fly Doppler-broadening based on series expansions
Perhaps the most well-known on-the-fly Doppler-broadening technique has been introduced by Yesilyurt et al. in References [30, 35]. This method is based on fast
Doppler-broadening of resonances using series expansions with pre-calculated coefficients, and the background of this technique is in the multi-level Adler-Adler formalism.
The method requires standard continuous-cross section data in 0 Kelvin and, additionally, a library of coefficients for the series expansions. In Reference [36] the
size of the library is reported to be relatively small, only 3.25 GB for a full set of
about 380 nuclides, and the memory consumption of the continuous-energy data
is usually not a problem, as long as it needs to be stored in one temperature only.
Hence, the memory consumption of the method is well-tolerable but not negligible.
The method has been implemented in the MCNP6 Monte Carlo transport code.
For this implementation, the computational overhead from using the method is about
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10–15 % in large problems and somewhat higher for smaller problems [36]. Hence,
also the computational performance of the method is feasible and the method can
be considered a practical solution for the on-the-fly Doppler-broadening of cross sections.
5.1.4 On-the-fly Doppler-broadening based on the multipole representation
Another promising on-the-fly technique has been introduced in Reference [37] and
has been studied further in Reference [38]. This method relies on the multipole representation, which transforms the resonance parameters in the Reich-Moore formalism
into a set of poles and residues which can be used for analytical Doppler-broadening.
With this approach it is possible to represent the cross sections using resonance parameters only, without the need of storing the continuous-energy cross section data
in a piece-wise linear format. Consequently, the memory requirement of the cross
section data is significantly reduced.
The development of the method is still on-going and, hence, the performance of
the method in practical Monte Carlo calculations remains to be seen in the future.
Nevertheless, the results provided in Reference [38] indicate that the memory footprint of cross sections data can be reduced roughly by one decade compared to
techniques relying on a piece-wise linear cross section format. With the windowed
multipole approach studied in Reference [38] also the performance of the method
seems very promising.

5.2

Target Motion Sampling (TMS) temperature treatment technique

The main topic of the current thesis is the development of the Target Motion Sampling
(TMS) temperature treatment technique. It is a stochastic on-the-fly temperature
treatment method which is based on sampling the thermal motion of target nuclides
at each collision site and determining the reaction probabilities in the target-at-rest
frame using cross sections at a temperature below that of the material or, originally,
zero Kelvin. Since the effective cross sections are not calculated at any point of the
transport calculation, this method is in fact not a Doppler-broadening technique.
When performing neutron transport with the TMS method, the total cross section
becomes a distributed quantity, which needs to be handled using rejection sampling
techniques, somewhat similar to the Woodcock Delta-tracking algorithm. The path
lengths are sampled based on a temperature majorant cross section which takes into
account the variation of the total cross section within the range of thermal motion. At
each collision point candidate the thermal motion of the target is sampled from the
same distribution that is also used in the ordinary free gas treatment, Equation (4.11).
The collision point is accepted or rejected according to the ratio of the target-at-rest
frame total cross section to the temperature majorant cross section. If the collision
point is rejected, a new path length is sampled starting from the newly rejected collision point. Otherwise, a reaction is sampled based on the reaction probabilities in
the target-at-rest frame. It should be noted that in this tracking scheme the normal
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continuous-energy cross sections need to be stored at one temperature only and,
on top of that, it is beneficial to pre-calculate and store a temperature majorant cross
section for each nuclide. As a unique feature, the TMS method is capable of modeling geometry regions with inhomogeneous temperature profiles, which significantly
facilitates the high-fidelity modeling of continuous temperature distributions.
The TMS method was introduced for the first time in English-written journals in
Publication I under the initial name “Explicit treatment of thermal motion”, but it
was learned later that a similar method was introduced already in 1984 in a Russian journal [39] and is routinely used, for example, in Russian Monte Carlo code
PRIZMA [40]. After introduction of the TMS method, the main emphasis in development has been on the optimization of the method and studying its performance in
different circumstances. The further development of the method is summarized in
Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2.
5.2.1 Performance of the method
Shortly after the introduction of the method it was implemented in Serpent 2 Monte
Carlo reactor physics code [15], and the first practical results of the method were
reported in Publication II. In this first implementation the majorant cross section was
expressed in multi-group format, since this approach provided for straightforward implementation of the method in Serpent. The multi-group majorant was expected to
inflict the performance of the method since in multigroup representation the majorant is at all energies greater than or equal to a continuous-energy majorant. This
excess conservativity in the majorant cross section reduces the right-hand side of
the rejection sampling criterion
ξ<

g(E)σtot,n (E ′ )
,
σmaj,n (E)

(5.1)

where g is a normalization factor, E ′ is the target-at-rest energy of the neutron and
σmaj,n is the temperature majorant cross section of the target nuclide n. Consequently,
the sampling efficiency of the rejection sampling criterion is reduced and some CPU
time is unnecessarily spent in the handling of extra virtual collisions.
Even with the very first implementation of the TMS method the slow-down from
using the method was close to feasible: in the two test cases the overhead to conventional transport methods varied between 2–4 in a fair comparison. Nevertheless,
it was decided to put some effort in the optimization of the method to make it more
practical for production use.
The optimization of the method was mainly based on increasing the sampling efficiency defined by Equation (5.1). In practice this means increasing the right hand
side of the equation by reducing the average gap between the total cross section
and the majorant. Three different ways of increasing the sampling efficiency were
shortly introduced in Publication III. The first of the techniques was changing to a
continuous-energy majorant representation. The second technique involved increasing the temperature of the basis cross sections from 0 K to the minimum temperature
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Figure 5.1. The neutron flux calculated with the TMS method corresponds to the reference solution, calculated with NJOY-based pre-broadened cross sections, within
statistics. The red dashed curve corresponds to 2σ statistical deviation. The comparison corresponds to the PWR-BU case in Publication [V].
within the system. The justification of this approach and a more thorough study on
its effects on performance were provided in Publication IV.
The third of the optimization techniques deals with the truncation of target velocity distribution. In the original implementation of the method, the cut-off for the target velocity was taken directly from the generation of temperature majorants for the
DBRC method (Section 4.5), which again was adopted from the Sigma1 Dopplerbroadening code [28]. Even though this cut-off condition is mathematically welljustified, in practice also less conservative cut-off conditions can be used without
compromising the accuracy of the transport. In Publication V a revised cut-off condition is introduced and optimal levels of conservativity are determined for both the
traditional and the revised majorant types by means of trial and error. The effect of
the revised majorant generation was studied for both TMS and DBRC methods, and
finally a value of 2 × 10−5 was chosen for the confidence level parameter Q when
generating temperature majorant cross sections in Serpent 2. In Figure 5.1 it can
be seen that the TMS method is able to reproduce the neutron spectrum of a NJOY
-based reference calculation within statistical accuracy even with a less conservative
majorant for which Q = 10−4 .
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Table 5.1. Performance results for the TMS temperature treatment in three different thermal systems, compared to NJOY-based reference calculations. The performance of the TMS method in Serpent is compared against two different calculations:
Serpent with reduced optimization (optimization mode 2, “fair” comparison) and Serpent with full optimization.

Serpent 2, reference with full optimization
Serpent 2, reference with reduced optimization
OpenMC (preliminary results)

Relative calculation time
PWR-Gd
PWR-BU HTGR
1.24
12.33
1.18
0.89
1.36
0.84
1.09
1.04
1.02

As a result of all the optimization techniques, the average sampling efficiency
of the TMS method in PWR pin-cell problems could be increased from 26 % in
the original implementation [III] to about 53 % in the optimized implementation [V].
The overhead from using the optimized TMS method varies between Monte Carlo
codes, and in the case of the Serpent 2 code the performance comparison is also
affected by the amount of optimization used in the calculation of the reference solution. Since pre-calculated material cross sections cannot be utilized together with
the TMS method, the reference should be calculated using Serpent with reduced optimization (optimization mode 2) to get closer to an apples-to-apples comparison6 .
However, since Serpent 2 is usually run with full optimization, the slow-down observed by Serpent users is much higher than that seen in the fair comparison, especially in systems involving numerous resonance absorbers. The results of the
calculation times relative to an NJOY-based reference solution, presented in Publications [V] and [VII], are summarized in Table 5.1. The results are provided for three
systems: a pressurized water reactor (PWR-Gd) assembly including Gd-doped rods,
the same assembly at 40 MWd/kgU burnup including about 250 nuclides (PWR-BU)
and a high-temperature gas cooled reactor (HTGR) system. It should be noted that
the implementation of the TMS method in OpenMC is not yet working properly (see
Section 5.2.2 below) and the performance results must therefore be considered preliminary.
5.2.2 Reaction rate estimators
The performance of the method in terms of CPU time per calculated neutron, discussed in the previous section, is only a part of the whole truth. A much better
measure for the true performance of a Monte Carlo calculation routine is the figureof-merit, FOM, which describes the performance of a Monte Carlo calculation in the
estimation of reaction rates. Using FOM instead of only the total calculation time
in the performance comparisons is exceptionally relevant in the case of the TMS
method, because the effective cross sections are not available during the transport
6
Optimization mode 2 is, however, not a perfect reference either. In optimization mode 2 the Delta-tracking
majorant cross sections are stored in multi-group format, which unnecessarily slows down the calculation,
thus making the reference calculation slightly too slow for a true apples-to-apples comparison.
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Figure 5.2. The standard deviation spectrum of TMS (N = 1) corresponds to the
reference solution when the basis cross sections are at an elevated temperature.
The figure is for the PWR-BU case in Publication [VI].
calculation and, as a consequence, the reaction rate estimators need to be scored
using sampled cross section responses. The additional randomness in the estimator
values may propagate also to the variances of the estimators and, thus, decrease the
true performance of the transport calculation without affecting the calculation times.
Another important question considering the implementation of the TMS method
in Monte Carlo codes other than Serpent is whether or not the track-length estimators can be scored with these sampled cross section responses altogether. Because
Serpent in any case relies on collision estimators, this is of no concern for the implementation of the TMS method in Serpent 2.
The effect of the TMS method on the statistics of collision estimators was studied
in Publication [VI]. The study was based on examining the standard deviation spectra
of total and capture rate estimators in a few relevant systems. In these studies the
“quality” of the responses was made variable by using an average of N cross section
samples as the final response in the scoring, N = 1 corresponding to the normal
use and N = 100 being already very close to scoring with effective cross sections.
The results showed that with 0 Kelvin basis temperatures the standard deviations
of the estimators are increased in the keV region, but when using TMS with basis
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Figure 5.3. However, by looking closely at the surroundings of a strong resonance
in Figure 5.2 it can be seen that the standard deviations are somewhat increased
near strong resonances compared to the reference (Publication [VI]).
cross sections at an elevated temperature, i.e. the standard way, the method has
no effect on the statistics of the estimators. This can also be seen in Figure 5.2.
Hence, the effect of the TMS method on figures-of-merit is governed by the general
slowing-down of the transport calculation.
As an exception to this conclusion it was found out that using the TMS method
increases the statistical deviations of all estimators including the flux estimator near
very strong resonances. This effect is demonstrated in Figure 5.3.
The applicability of the TMS method together with track-length estimators was
studied in Publication [VII]. In this article, the TMS method was preliminarily implemented in the OpenMC Monte Carlo reactor physics code. Results calculated with
the TMS were compared to NJOY-based reference solutions in three practical cases.
At first glance, i.e. when looking at the multiplication factors of the fresh fuel cases,
the implementation of the TMS method in OpenMC seemed to work fine. However,
more thorough investigation of the reaction rate spectra revealed a small but statistically significant bias around the keV region. Thus, the implementation of the TMS
method in OpenMC does not yet work properly. The bias is most probably related to
the use of the TMS method together with track-length estimators.
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Conclusions and future work

This thesis covers the previous development of a temperature treament technique
for continuous-energy Monte Carlo neutron tracking. The method is able model the
effects of thermal motion on mean free paths and reaction rates, also known as
“Doppler-broadening” effects, on-the-fly during the transport calculation with only a
small computational overhead. The method is based on sampling target velocities
at each collision point and determining the reaction probabilities in the target-at-rest
frame using cross sections at a temperature below the temperature of the matter.
Since the total cross section becomes a distributed quantity, neutron transport is
done using a rejection sampling scheme based on temperature majorant cross sections.
As it has been shown in the publications included in the thesis, the Target Motion Sampling temperature treatment technique is capable of accurately reproducing
the results of conventional transport calculations based on NJOY -broadened cross
sections, at least when using collision estimators for reaction rate calculation. Advantageously, the TMS method requires cross sections to be stored in the computer
memory in one temperature only, regardless of the number of temperatures appearing in the transport problem. This saves significant amounts of computer memory
in transport problems with realistic temperature distributions, compared to standard
transport methods in which separate cross sections are required for each temperature appearing in the system. As a novel and very convenient feature considering the
coupling of Monte Carlo transport codes with thermal hydraulics solvers, the TMS
method is capable of modeling continuous temperature distributions as-is, without
the need of approximating them with regions of uniform temperature.
Use of the TMS method increases the transport calculation times compared to
normal transport with pre-broadened cross sections, because the sampling of target
velocities at each collision point and the processing of additional virtual collisions
consumes extra CPU time. Overhead from using the TMS method depends on the
calculation code and the transport problem to which it is applied. In addition, the
higher optimization modes of Serpent 2 include some optimization tweaks that cannot be applied with the TMS method, which makes defining of a fair reference solution
complicated in Serpent. In an “unfair” comparison against Serpent with full optimization, the final implementation of the TMS method required 20 % more calculation
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time than the NJOY-based reference when calculating systems with only a couple of
nuclides. However, in a system with about 250 temperature-dependent nuclides, the
TMS calculation required 12 times more time than the reference. The inability to use
pre-calculated macroscopic cross sections together with the TMS method accounts
for most of this considerable slow-down. In the preliminary and incomplete implementation of the TMS method in OpenMC the slow-down remained smaller than 10 %
in all test cases, including a test case involving numerous resonance absorbers.
When considering a constant number of neutron histories, using TMS does not
have an effect on the variances of estimators in practice. Hence, the TMS method
affects the performance of reaction rate estimators, i.e. the figures-of-merit, mainly
via the general slowing-down of the transport calculation.
In summary, the TMS method has proven to be a well-feasible and, in general, also
an efficient method for on-the-fly temperature treatment. The method is especially
well-suited for neutron transport codes based on collision estimators because of the
ability to model continuous temperature distributions. This property cannot be taken
advantage of with track-length estimators and, to be precise, the functionality of the
TMS method together with track-length estimators has not yet been demonstrated
either.

6.1

Future prospects

There are still many open questions and research topics left concerning the development of the TMS method. The most obvious deficiency in the present methodology
is the unsolved bias that affects the reaction rate spectra when using the method
with track-length estimators. Studying the cause for the bias and correcting the implementation of the method in OpenMC accordingly is a high-priority development
topic.
Another important topic considering the practical use of the method in the Serpent 2 reactor physics code is the optimization of the method in burnup calculations
involving numerous resonance absorber nuclides. The method is about as fast as it
gets as long as all of the nuclides are treated temperature-dependently, but whether
or not all the 250–300 nuclides need to be treated in a temperature dependent manner is a very important question considering the performance of the method. In case
the temperature dependence can be neglected for part of the nuclei, the method can
be optimized further.
It should also be noted that the applicability of the TMS method is currently limited to the energy region of resolved resonances and the thermal energy region in
the case of free atom scattering. It should be relatively straightforward to extend
the basic idea of the TMS method to the energy region of unresolved resonances
in the future. Instead, bound-atom scattering is a rather complicated phenomenon,
which currently requires solving of both the temperature-dependent cross sections
and secondary particle distributions relying on special thermal scattering data, based
on quantum mechanical models and experiments. Consequently, applying the basic idea of TMS to bound-atom scattering would require developing and implement-
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ing very complicated models within the Monte Carlo calculation code, which is not
considered reasonable in terms of performance or effort. At least with the currently
available formalism for bound-atom scattering, the most practical way of handling the
temperature dependence is by interpolating between data at different temperatures.
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Errata
A few very unfortunate errors have been identified in the Publications after their publication. The author apologizes all the inconvenience these errors may have caused.
• Publication I, Page 168, Equation (22): The sign of the exponential term in the
equation should be positive instead of negative. The correct formula is, thus
2 2


g(v, T , A) = 1 +


1
e−γ(T ,A) v
√
,
Erf(γ(T
,
A)v)
+
2γ(T , A)2 v 2
πγ(T , A), v

similar to Equation (3.11) in the current thesis.
• Publication II, Page 79, Equation (5): All γ symbols should be replaced with γ 2
in the equation. The correct formulation for the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
is thus
2
γ
(6.1)
P(Vt , T , A)dVt = ( √ )3 e−γ (Vt ·Vt ) dVt
π
• Publication II, Page 84, Section V.A: The nuclides that were recognized to require a DBRC treatment to get correct results in a test case involving burned
fuel were correctly identified in Fig. 3, but two plutonium isotopes are missing
in the list of the DBRC nuclides within the text. The corresponding sentence
should be written
“The reference calculation was repeated such that the use of DBRC was extended to nuclides 95 Mo, 108 Pd, 131 Xe, 145 Nd, 147 Pm, 152 Sm, 239 Pu, 240 Pu, 242 Pu
and 241 Am, in addition to 238 U.”.
This is the list of DBRC nuclides actually used in the calculations.
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This thesis covers the previous development of the Target Motion
Sampling (TMS) temperature treatment technique, which is
capable of taking the effects of thermal motion on interaction
probabilities into account on-the-ﬂy during Monte Carlo neutron
transport calculation. With the TMS method, arbitrary temperature
distributions can be modeled based on interaction probability data
at one temperature only, which signiﬁcantly facilitates high-ﬁdelity
neutron transport calculations. The results suggest that the TMS
method is both accurate and well-feasible in terms of performance,
and thus it can be considered a practical temperature treatment
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Nuclear ﬁssion reactors are based on a self-sustaining ﬁssion
chain reaction, carried on by neutrons. Since the reaction
probabilities and scattering kinematics of neutrons are strongly
affected by the thermal motion of target nuclides, the temperatures
of nuclear reactor materials need to be taken into account in all
reactor physical analyses. Detailed modeling of the temperature
distributions within operating nuclear reactors is often problematic
when using traditional neutron transport methods, which require
the interaction probability data to be stored in the computer
memory separately at each temperature appearing in the system.
Consequently, the feasible level of detail in the temperature
distributions is always restricted by the memory capacity of
computers.
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